
Cocker Spaniel Rescue of New England, Inc.
Cordially invites you to the Non-Event of the season:

Date: April 1, 2019 (or thereabouts)
Venue: The comfort of your own home
Time: When you’re In the Mood

It's March! And March mania is here. 
Everyone's filling out brackets and having a beer

Outside is the land of ice cold and snow
Dog walkers bundle up and put on the ice grips and go

And hoping they'll return without a tale of woe
Cheer up! Have faith! April's almost here!

Time to shed winter's layers and gear
It's time to sing, twirl around, leap in the air and dance

Time to party and give a rescue cocker a chance.

DYLAN

Thanks to the Joey Fund, Dylan has a chance for a long and happy life. Dylan is an adorable five-month-old
cocker pup who was born with a cleft palate, a serious malformation that requires highly specialized
surgery in order for the pup to survive. After researching on the internet, we found an excellent oral
surgeon and Dylan had surgery on Feb. 12. He's recovered quickly from his reconstructive procedure
and now Dylan is eating normally and full of puppy playfulness. 

Twelve-year-old Lucas and his nine-year-old sister Ella also recently benefited from the Joey Fund.
Both Lucas and Ella are full of personality - they're typical merry, joyful, lovable cockers. But Lucas had
frequent seizures and he wasn't responding to his medication. After an extensive workup at Tufts,
including an MRI, Lucas is now on the right medication and his seizures have been dramatically reduced.
Ella had benign mammary tumors removed and she's doing just fine.

Thanks to your generosity Dylan, Lucas, Ella and many others have received the very expensive life
saving medical procedures they needed in order to be well and enjoy life. So please, dance, dance, dance
and give our needy cockers a second chance.  Thank you.

ALL DONATIONS ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE

THE BEST TIME YOU NEVER HAD!

The Award Winning Cocker Favorite - Mary Puppins
Not Scheduled to Perform:

Including the much-loved Cocker tune 
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious (What cockers say when they get adopted)

THE 19TH ANNUAL APRIL FOOL’S DAY BALL
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